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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Avoiding Large Group Gatherings? Help is On the Way 

The Contact Group Provides Unique Solution for Internal and External Communications 

(VIRGINIA BEACH, VA) –March 26, 2020—The Contact Group, the  leader in innovative phone-based and 

online communications solutions, will facilitate a member wide teleconference for C.A.R.E. the 

Cooperative Association of Resort Exchangers on April 6, 2020. 

When C.A.R.E. was forced to cancel its annual conference in Philadelphia due to the COVID-19 shutdown, 

many of its 106 members asked how they could replace the C.A.R.E. annual “Meet the Members” session.  

During this popular roll call, members share resort inventory availability and requirements amongst each 

other. 

To save this vibrant C.A.R.E. session, in steps David Costenbader of The Contact Group (TCG).   

“Our unique solution is perfect for internal and external communications, no matter the size, with both 
audio and audiovisual session options. We also offer the ability to host multiple speakers (in any  location) 
and seamlessly hold a moderated Q&A during the session,” said David Costenbader, Founder and CEO of 
The Contact Group.  “When we found out that C.A.R.E. could not meet in person as planned, we offered 
them our near-effortless solution.” 

 

For the C.A.R.E. “Meet the Members” session, The Contact Group—in partnership with its technology 
partner Broadnet—will support the organization with a unique teleconferencing solution, “Total 
Teleconference.” Total Teleconference enables a two-way conversation between a host and audience on 
various devices, allowing both hosts and participants to communicate with each other no matter the size 
of the audience.  The platform is particularly engaging and effective because it dials out to every member 
registered for the event.  This creates a stronger participation rate.  Because the event will be controlled 
both by C.A.R.E. leadership, as well as  a professional moderator,  accurate conveyance of information 
and concerns will be properly addressed. 
 

Linda Mayhugh, President of C.A.R.E. said “We may not be able to gather together for our annual 

conference.   That doesn’t mean we can’t communicate.  Instead of traveling to Philadelphia this year, we 

are enthusiastic about the unique opportunity presented to us by The Contact Group. We are grateful to 

our friends at CustomerCount® for helping to make this happen and also for The Contact Group’s gracious 

support of our non-profit organization.” 

 Costenbader adds “Our teleconferencing solution is a perfect remote engagement strategy during these 
times.  Associations, Resort Developers, HOAs-- all can benefit from our engagement marketing  savvy 

https://thecontactgroupusa.com/
https://care-online.org/
http://www.broadnet.com/
http://www.customercount.com/


and one-to-many phone technology that is accessible by any device.   Our clients also choose us because 
of  our large capacity and ability produce a return on their objectives of effective communication and 
genuine conversations with their audience. They know that getting out in front of a crisis situation and 
presenting themselves as a trusted source benefits them as well as  their target market.  During this 
evolving business environment, TCG is taking the pro-active steps of adding resources, waiving Set Up 
fees and offering new clients 20% off their first event.  We want to be part of the solution, allowing 
affected businesses to weather this storm and get back up sooner than later.” 

 

While The Contact Group has seen major success in the  political and non-profit sectors, the C.A.R.E. event 

will be one of the first of its projects within the hospitality industry. For more information  contact David 

Costenbader 703-725-8608. 

About The Contact Group 

The Contact Group is a teleservices consulting and management group founded and operated by David 
Costenbader in 2001. David played a pivotal role in the development and growth of privately held 
company, Price Interactive,  which became one of the largest automated platforms and teleservice 
businesses in the industry. Price Interactive was sold to a public company, iBasis, in 2001 for over $119M 
which led to the inception of The Contact Group. 

Over the last fifteen years, TCG has grown into one of the premier teleservices firms in both campaigns & 
elections, as well as non-profit sectors, by relentlessly assisting them to attain their annual communication 
goals. Accolades include  winning a Guinness World Record in 2012. We place high value on executing 
programs while quickly adapting to changing needs and challenges, which is why we have a history of 
mutually beneficial, trusting, long-term relationships with our clients. Our experience and track record 
speak volumes.  

About C.A.R.E.  

Established in 1985, (C.A.R.E.), the Cooperative Association of Resort Exchangers, is one of the industry’s 
leading associations in ethical standards and value propositions. Its internationally diverse member base 
includes Resort Developers, Management and Exchange Companies, HOA’s, Travel Clubs and 
Wholesalers as well as many respected industry suppliers bringing value-added revenue enhancement 
opportunities. Members that possess rentable inventory or seek inventory for fulfillment of rental 
requests set the foundation of C.A.R.E. with a multitude of scenarios for securing client vacations, 
increased inventory utilization and heightened yield management. C.A.R.E. members have the ability to 
share inventory via week-to-week exchanges, weekly wholesale rentals, guaranteed and free-sale blocks 
as well as year-round and seasonal leases all over the world. C.A.R.E. members must comply with a strict 
Code of Standards and Ethics and will undoubtedly gain professional and personal development by 
attending C.A.R.E. Conferences. With nominal annual membership fees and some of the industry’s lowest 
conference registration rates, C.A.R.E. can prove an undeniable value and return. 
 

About Broadnet 

Colorado-based Broadnet is a trusted leader in the telecommunications industry, managing 25,000 events 

over 15 years. We find, build and engage audiences on multimedia platforms, connecting your message to 

the right people, wherever they are, on any device. 
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